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   Abstract 

 An issue associated with standardization efforts is the need 
to develop useful reference intervals (RI). Lack of proper 
RI may hamper the implementation of standardization in 
Laboratory Medicine as standardization can modify analyte 
results and, without adequate RI, this can impair the result 
interpretation. Once defi ned, RI obtained with analytical pro-
cedures that produce results traceable to the corresponding 
reference system can be transferred among laboratories, pro-
viding that they use commercial assays that produce results 
traceable to the same reference system and populations have 
the same characteristics. Multicenter studies are needed for 
a robust defi nition of traceable RI, using experimental pro-
tocols that include well defi ned prerequisites. Particularly, 
employed methods must produce results that are traceable 
to the reference system for that specifi c analyte. Thus, the 
trueness of laboratories producing reference values should 
be verifi ed and, if necessary, experimental results corrected 
in accordance with correlation results with the selected ref-
erence. If requirements in the adoption of traceable RI are 
fulfi lled, the possibility of providing RI that are applicable to 
any laboratory, able to produce results traceable to the refer-
ence system, is realistic. The defi nition of traceable RI should 
hopefully cause the disappearance of different RI employed 
for the same analyte, providing more effective information 
to clinicians.  
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  Introduction 

 The issue of standardization in Laboratory Medicine is a pri-
ority for public health as laboratory customers (i.e., doctors 
and patients) expect test results to be accurate and comparable 
and interpreted in a reliable and consistent manner  (1) . To be 
accurate and comparable, results must be traceable to high-or-
der references  (2 – 4) . The objective of traceability implemen-
tation is to enable results obtained by the calibrated routine 
procedure to be expressed in terms of the values obtained at 
the highest available level of the calibration hierarchy  (5) . 
To be interpreted in a reliable and consistent manner, results 
should be compared with appropriate reference intervals or 
decision limits or with previous results from the same indi-
vidual  (6) . 

 Previously, we already emphasized that the lack of proper 
reference intervals and/or decision limits for the newly 
standardized methods may markedly hamper their adop-
tion  (7 – 9) . As the implementation of standardization can 
signifi cantly modify the analyte results, without adequate 
reference intervals/decision limits this situation can impair 
the interpretation of the results and, paradoxically, worsen 
the patient ’ s outcome. However, a single clinical laboratory 
has often not enough means to adequately produce reference 
limits and manufacturers have problems too  (7) . Available 
surveys performed in recent years on both sides of the 
Atlantic Ocean have shown that used reference intervals are 
often signifi cantly different among laboratories even if, in 
the majority of cases, differences have no evident justifi ca-
tion  (10 – 12) . Particularly, the source of reference intervals 
may be quite different and heterogeneous (manufacturer ’ s 
recommendation, textbooks and literature, internal stud-
ies by healthy volunteers testing, other laboratories, unde-
fi ned)  (11, 12) . To try to minimize these differences among 
laboratories, results are often expressed as multiples of the 
upper reference limit (URL). This approach has been used 
in international guidelines  (13)  and some authors in the past 
welcomed it as  “ physician liberation units ”   (14) . Recently, it 
was proposed a more sophisticated version of that approach 
called  “ quantity quotient reporting ”   (15) . Studies have 
demonstrated, however, that the expression of results as URL 
multiples paradoxically increases the scatter of results due 
to both inter-method differences and the different laboratory 
reference limits  (16) . Hence, this mode of result expression 
should be discouraged. 
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  Traceable reference intervals as the fourth pillar 

of the reference measurement system 

 The reference measurement system represents a trueness-
based approach in which different commercial methods that 
provide results traceable to the system are able to produce 
comparable results in clinical laboratories using these assays. 
Thus, reference intervals obtained with analytical procedures 
that produce results traceable to the corresponding reference 
system can be transferred between laboratories, providing 
that they use commercial assays that produce results traceable 
to the same reference system and served populations have the 
same characteristics  (7, 8, 17) . In fact, when the level of stan-
dardization is good, only population differences justify differ-
ent reference intervals. There are therefore two main aspects 
in the applicability of traceable reference interval concept: 
an analytical and a biological one. From one hand, laborato-
ries should verify and validate the correctness of traceability 
implementation; on the other hand, possible population dif-
ferences (due to ethnicity, genetics, or environmental factors) 
should be clarifi ed. In considering the latter issue, a suffi cient 
number of individuals with possibility of comparing different 
populations/ethnic groups should therefore be evaluated.  

  Ways for obtaining suitable traceable reference 

intervals 

 There are two ways for obtaining suitable traceable refer-
ence intervals: a) verifi cation, according to the theory, of the 
existing peer-reviewed published data on reference intervals 
to decide which one can be accepted and  “ recommended ”  
(at least for some ethnic group); b) planning of the activity 
necessary to defi ne, among the missing traceable reference 
intervals, those that are more urgently needed and organize 
appropriate experimental studies for their establishment. 

 A good example of the defi nition of a theoretical approach 
for the endorsement of already existing traceable reference 
intervals is represented by the study published in 2008 assess-
ing reference intervals for serum creatinine concentrations 
for their global application  (18) . Particularly, the selection 
of studies to be included was guided by the following four 
criteria:

   criterion 1: a priori selection of reference individuals;  a) 
  criterion 2: adequate description of pre-analytical condi-b) 
tions;  
  criterion 3: analytical correctness and demonstration of c) 
traceability of the produced results to the isotope dilution-
mass spectrometry (IDMS) reference method;  
  criterion 4: appropriate statistical treatment of data d) 
(selection of an adequate number of subjects and use of non-
parametric statistical methods, with appropriate parti-
tioning).    

 In comparison with the classical studies defi ning refer-
ence intervals, the newly introduced criterion was the need 
of incontrovertible demonstration of analytical correctness 
(i.e., result traceability) of the retrieved experimental stud-
ies (Figure  1  ). Using this approach, authors were able to 
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 Figure 1    Recommended fl ow chart for checking the correctness 
of the analytical approach employed in the production of traceable 
reference intervals. 
 QC, quality control.    

recommend traceable reference intervals universally valid 
for white adults and children  (18, 19) . 

 General prerequisites for the organization of (multicenter) 
studies for defi ning traceable reference intervals have previ-
ously been described  (8) . There are two possible approaches: 
a) each participating center, properly standardized, analyzes 
its own fresh reference samples, or b) the reference samples 
are collected in different centers, frozen, and shipped to a 
central laboratory where all analyses are performed. The fi rst 
approach requires a rather complex preliminary phase for 
verifi cation of traceability of measurements, but uses native 
samples exactly as in clinical practice; the second option is 
simpler, allows a better control of the analytical phase, but 
uses frozen samples, thereby introducing a variable not typi-
cal for the routine laboratories  (8) . A recently published study 
has used a mix of both approaches to derive traceable ref-
erence intervals for aspartate aminotransferase (AST), ala-
nine aminotransferase (ALT), and  γ -glutamyl transferase 
(GGT)  (20) . Three clinical center laboratories were originally 
involved in the collection and measurements of reference 
samples. Additional samples were obtained frozen from a bio-
bank [Nordic Reference Interval Project (NORIP)] and from 
an additional laboratory; these samples were then analyzed 
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in one of the laboratories that were collecting samples. 
Analytically, the traceability of enzyme results to the avail-
able reference measurement systems was verifi ed through 
the use of trueness control materials that had values assigned 
by the reference procedures. For AST and ALT, the global 
implementation of traceable reference intervals appeared to 
be possible, because no differences between laboratories and 
centers collecting reference samples were observed  (20) . On 
the contrary, GGT values in serum appeared to be markedly 
different in the Scandinavian population vs. the other three 
regional populations (South Europe, Turkey, and China) for 
both males and females  (20) . More recently, a similar study 
deriving reference intervals for alkaline phosphatase (ALP) 
in adult males and premenopausal females, traceable to the 
newly IFCC recommended reference procedure, has been 
performed  (21) . Sample collection was done in four different 
European centers. The frozen aliquots were sent in dry ice to 
the reference laboratory in Germany where all the analyses 
were performed. The calibration of the employed assay was 
performed by using a set of pooled sera with assigned target 
values for ALP obtained by measurements using the primary 
IFCC reference measurement procedure  (21) . It is expected 
that the obtained traceable reference limits for ALP become 
usable once the new reference measurement procedure for 
ALP is approved by the Joint Committee on Traceability in 
Laboratory Medicine (JTLM) and used to standardize com-
mercial assays.   

  Cautions needed in the adoption of traceable 

reference intervals 

 Boyd has cautioned against the uncritical use of  “ common ”  
reference intervals, stressing the need to fully document the 
possible presence of differences in tests results across popula-
tions due to biological or environmental factors  (22) . Until it 
can be reasonably shown that no differences exist for a given 
test between the population served by individual laboratories 
and that used in defi ning traceable reference intervals, their 
adoption should indeed be discouraged. 

 The selection of individuals for the production of reference 
values needs much attention. Selection of  “ normal reference ”  
subjects is from many years a key point in all recommenda-
tions for the development of reference intervals  (23) . The 
application of different models for selection of individuals 
may result in large variability between reference limits  (24) . 
We already mentioned the difference recently found between 
traceable reference intervals for GGT in individuals from 
Nordic countries and those of other parts of the world  (20) . 
In a sub-analysis of the NORIP, Alatalo et al. have explained 
this peculiarity of North European populations with factors 
refl ecting life style, such as drinking habit or body weight 
 (25) . In their study, by applying strengthened inclusion cri-
teria, the URL for GGT in NORIP males    ≥   40 years old (69 
U/L) became indeed very similar to that found in the IFCC 
multicenter study in the same group of individuals after 
the exclusion of samples obtained from the NORIP group 
(68 U/L). Therefore, criteria used for acknowledging reference 

 Table 1      Comparison between traceable reference intervals for 
three liver enzymes obtained in the IFCC multicenter study  (20)  and 
in the Asian-Pacifi c multicenter study  (26) .  

IFCC study Asian study

Females Males Females Males

AST, U/L 11 – 33 14 – 35 14 – 29 16 – 35
ALT, U/L    8 – 41    9 – 59 11 – 31 14 – 54
GGT, U/L    6 – 40 12 – 68 15 – 43 15 – 68

population still maintain a central role also in the traceability 
era. 

 To specifi cally test the infl uence of regional variations in 
East and South-East Asia, a multicenter study was recently 
conducted to derive traceable reference intervals for 30 ana-
lytes for which reference measurement systems exist  (26) . 
Clinical centers located in six different countries took part in 
the study and more than 3500 well-defi ned healthy volunteers 
were recruited. All the specimens were sent to Japan at  – 80 ° C 
for centralized measurements, performed with assays of which 
the traceability was checked to the corresponding reference 
system using reference materials or reference measurement 
procedures available in the JCTLM database. Particularly, 
when reference laboratory services were involved (enzymes 
and steroid hormones), a set of fresh-frozen ( – 80 ° C) pooled 
sera for each enzyme or different levels of lyophilized speci-
mens (for steroid hormones) were fi rst value assigned by 
reference laboratories and then used to check alignment of 
systems used for obtaining reference values. Limiting the dis-
cussion to the three enzymes already evaluated in the IFCC 
study, no differences were found in traceable reference inter-
vals for AST and GGT between the two multicenter studies, 
while ALT showed lower upper reference limits in the Asian 
study (Table  1  ). Once again, criteria used for selection of indi-
viduals may, at least partly, explain this difference. Tolerated 
body mass index was   <  30 kg/m 2  in the IFCC study and   <  26 
kg/m 2  in the Asian study, respectively, and this may justify 
the higher ALT values in the population of the former study 
as this enzyme is no longer be considered solely as a marker 
of hepatocellular damage, but also a marker of ectopic fat 
deposition  (27) .  
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 Figure 2    Steps for the implementation of traceable reference inter-
vals in clinical practice.    
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  Validation of available traceable reference 

intervals 

 Providing that there are no signifi cant differences in the 
populations served by the laboratory, the existing traceable 
reference intervals can be applied without any further step. 
As described before, there are however many factors, varying 
according to different analytes, that may infl uence reference 
intervals. If doubts remain on the possibility that, for instance, 
different life habits may infl uence reference intervals, they 
should be validated before their clinical use (Figure  2  ). 
The validation can be done according to the CLSI document 
C28-A3, paragraph 11.2, by examining 20 reference individ-
uals from a laboratory ’ s own subject population  (28) . If no 
more than two (10 % ) of the 20 tested values fall outside the 
defi ned traceable reference interval, this can be adopted by 
the individual laboratory.  

  Concluding remarks 

 Table  2   summarizes the analytical and biological requirements 
in the adoption of traceable reference intervals. Providing 
that these prerequisites are fulfi lled, the possibility of obtain-
ing reference intervals that are applicable to any laboratory, 
able to produce results traceable to reference measurement 
systems, seems to be realistic, even if their establishment 
requires coordinated efforts at different levels and between 
different stakeholders. IFCC and its Committee on Reference 
Intervals and Decision Limits is putting a lot of efforts to 
accomplish the task of providing sound reference intervals. 
Manufacturers should also contribute by adopt the proposed 
reference intervals at the same time of the standardization of 
their assays. Last but not least, clinical laboratories should 
place in use traceable reference intervals without any further 
delay. Only the availability of traceable reference intervals 
will permit the defi nitive implementation of standardization 
projects, fi lling the gap between the production of traceable 
results and their correct use for patient care in order to eventu-
ally provide more effective information to clinicians.    
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